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NZTC INDIA CELEBRATES 
SIXTH GRADUATION CEREMONY

New Zealand Tertiary College (NZTC) India hosted their sixth 
annual graduation ceremony recognising the hard work of all 
graduates and their commitment to the college values of Vision, 
Heart, Competence and Spirit. 

A special milestone was also acknowledged with the first 
Postgraduate Diploma in Education (Early Childhood Education) 
graduate completing their studies. Lynda Chinwe Ubeh is 
currently working in Nigeria and was unable to attend the 
ceremony but shared how grateful she was to have had the 
opportunity to study through NZTC India.

“I found the program interesting and practical. The lecturers 
I encountered were very supportive and made the program 
worth the time invested. Their valued feedback, constructive 
criticism, as well as the exchange with other students provided 
a much needed change in orientation towards early childhood 
education. I look forward to establishing a practice that builds on 
the new ideas I gained from the program,” she said.

Several special commendation award winners were 
acknowledged at the ceremony. In attendance was Isha Razdan 
who received Most Outstanding Student for the Certificate in 
Early Childhood Education (Level 5). 

“It was indeed an enriching experience as it educated me on 
how to bond and connect with children, understand them and 
interact in a playful yet engrossing manner,” said Razdan.

The success of 35 early childhood education graduates was celebrated in Mumbai on Sunday 9 October.

“It has assisted and enabled me to distinguish and identify an 
absolute educator within myself. Strengthening my approach 
and belief in education and its magical effect on tender minds.”

Graduate student speaker Jyotsna Singh shared how her 
career change from banking to early childhood education was 
influenced by becoming a mother. 

“Firmly believing that motherhood is not a certification towards 
understanding children better, I started to work part-time in a 
play school expecting to contribute and learn,” said Singh.

“One of the best learnings I’ve had is to treat children as 
individuals and use cultural differences to your benefit. NZTC 
give you not only ample literature to explore, but enough time 
and support to guide you through it.” 
  
NZTC India has supported 141 graduates since its inception in 
2009 with graduates working in many countries around the world 
including Sri Lanka, Singapore, China, United Kingdom, Germany, 
Turkey, USA, Australia, Nigeria, Thailand and New Zealand with 
their internationally recognised NZTC qualifications.

NZTC Chief Executive Selena Fox shared, “From day one in India 
our College was destined to make an impact on the children of 
India and indeed the world. We began with dreams for NZTC 
India, but our graduates have taken that to new levels. In fact the 
opportunites taken up and doors opened to Indian graduates 
due to their qualifications simply take our breath away.”

Selena Fox with graduates
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International students welcomed to NZTC

Information about the Auckland and Christchurch Campuses, online study tips and a tour around their respective cities to better 
understand the public transport system and the rich Kiwi culture and landmarks were just a few of the experiences enjoyed.
Students were positive and appreciative of their orientation process. A snapshot of their feedback is shown below. 

International students were welcomed to New Zealand Tertiary College for the October intake with an 
orientation that saw them familiarise themselves with all aspects of the College.

“I really enjoyed the orientation at NZTC. 
I got to know a lot about online study and 

academic writing. The tour around Auckland 
helped me to see the beauty of the city.”

“I absolutely loved the orientation 
experience. The staff were very 
supportive and helpful and I got 

clarity about online studies.”

“I enjoyed the city tour and interaction with 
NZTC members. During the orientation I 

came to know about my course very clearly 
which is most beneficial for me.”

“Everything during the 
orientation program was 

completely organised and I am 
feeling so welcomed and satisfied 

with everything.”

“I love NZTC for the amazing 
support you offered.”

“Visiting the Auckland museum 
was a good chance for me to 

understand the culture of New 
Zealand.”
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NZTC HEAD OFFICE AND 
AUCKLAND CAMPUS
Level 2, 1 Marewa Rd, Greenlane
Auckland 1051, New Zealand

PO Box 17143, Greenlane
Auckland 1546, New Zealand

p: +64 9 520 4000   
f: +64 9 520 4020

CHRISTCHURCH CAMPUS
Unit 12 & 13, 114 Sawyers Arms Road
Christchurch 8052
Canterbury, New Zealand

PO Box 5561, Papanui
Christchurch 8542, New Zealand

p: +64 3 366 8000
f: +64 3 366 8020

MUMBAI OFFICE
No. 202, Makhija Chambers
2nd Floor, 196 Turner Road
(Guru Nanak Marg)
Bandra (W)
Mumbai 400050, India

p: +91 22 674 87070
f: +91 22 674 87040

MEMBER OFCONTACT US 
NEW ZEALAND
e: international@nztertiarycollege.ac.nz
w: www.nztertiarycollege.ac.nz

INDIA
e: info@nztertiarycollege.in
w: www.nztertiarycollege.in

NZTC India prepare to visit Nepal and India

NZTC India’s Marketing Team are preparing to embark on 
their last trip for 2016 to Nepal and India. Marketing Manager 
Sanjay Jain will travel to Calcutta on 15 November, connecting 
with Educational Partners and prospective students interested 
in studying towards an early childhood education qualification 
with NZTC. Marketing Officer Kushala Mahadeshwar will travel 
to Chennai on 25 November before Sanjay concludes the 
marketing trip in Cochin on 10 December.

NZTC student Reenakshi Jain is currently studying online towards 
a Certificate in Early Childhood Education (Level 5) in India with 
plans to enrol in the Postgraduate Diploma in Education (ECE) or 
Graduate Diploma in Teaching (ECE) in New Zealand next year.

“Each moment of my journey as a mother of an 18 year old 
special child reinforced my belief in the importance of the right 
education. With two other children, a daughter (10) and a son 
(8), education away from school became the mainstay of our 
family,” said Reenakshi.

“I hold a bachelor’s degree in Home Science wherein early 
education was a major curriculum subject. I wanted to combine 
my knowledge and experience with the robustness and modern 
applications of NZTC’s course structure to become a better 
teacher and mentor to children and their parents. The course 
at NZTC has widened my knowledge about children, as well as 
enhanced my career opportunities,” she said.

If you are thinking about a new career pathway or wishing to 
further develop your early childhood education skills, please 
contact: 

Sanjay on +91 88 79639704 
sanjay.jain@nztertiarycollege.in 

Kushala on +91 88 79639703 
kushala.mahadeshwar@nztertiarycollege.inReenakshi Jain with Sanjay Jain

DateCity Staff Member

15–16 November
17–19 November
21–26 November
25–26 November
28–30 November

5–7 December
8–10 December

Calcutta
Delhi
Nepal

Chennai
Hyderabad
Coimbatore

Cochin

Sanjay
Sanjay
Sanjay

Kushala
Kushala
Sanjay
Sanjay

2017 FEE STRUCTURE
As part of our commitment to keeping our Educational 
Partners up to date with our latest news and announcements, 
we’d like to share our revised fee structure for next year 
which will take effect from January 2017.

• 2016/2017 Annual Fees
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